The cyclic server system has been the subject of considerable research over the last few years. Interest in analyzing such systems has gained momentum due to their application in the performance analysis of token ring networks. In this paper we consider cyclic server systems with nonexhaustive service discipline. The performance measures of interest here are the mean waiting times at the nodes in the system. Exact analysis of such systems for these performance measures is very difficult in general, and a number of approximation schemes have been proposed in the past to evaluate these quantities. This paper presents a new approximation technique that gives accurate estimates of these mean waiting times, based on extensive validation with simulations.
I. Introduction
A cyclic server system is a system in which a single server attends, in a cyclic manner, to a number of centers (nodes) at which requests arrive, and queue up for service. The number of requests serviced at a node, during a visit there by the server, depends on the service discipline that the server adopts. The service disciplines that are typically modeled are the exhaustive, the gated, and the nonexhaustive service disciplines [22] . When the server departs from a node, he can take a finite amount of time to switch to the next node, and this is termed the switch-over time.
Interest in the performance analysis of such systems has gained considerable momentum recently, especially owing to their direct application in the modeling and analysis of token ring networks. In modeling such networks, the token is modeled as the single server, and the packets that are generated by the nodes, for transmission to other nodes, are the requests for service from the system. When the bandwidth is constant, the size of the packet determines the service time required to transmit it. The overhead involved in buffering data and switching control from one node to the next and the propagation delay, together, constitute the switch-over time between nodes. Some typical performance measures of interest here are the mean waiting time for a request and the distribution of the cycle time (the time required to make one complete scan of the system).
In this paper we consider systems with the nonexhaustive service discipline where at most one request is attended to by the server during a visit to a node. This discipline has been widely adopted in the implementation of token ring networks, due to its perceived fairness. Requests are assumed here to arrive at the nodes according to independent Poisson processes and it is assumed that there is unlimited waiting room at each node to hold these requests. It is also assumed that in 0166-5316/88/$3.50 © 1988, Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland) each cycle the server visits each node exactly once. If the server finds no requests at a node when he visits it, it is assumed that he immediately begins to switch over to the next node.
The analysis of such systems presents considerable difficulties; in general, the exact analysis for even the mean waiting times in systems with more than two nodes is unknown at present, and a number of approximate analytical schemes have been proposed in the past for obtaining these mean waiting times. In this paper, a new approximation technique, termed Myopic Analysis of Cyclic Non-Exhaustive Service Systems (MAC-NESS) is presented. This approximation technique appears to be very effective in obtaining estimates of the mean waiting times, in comparison with techniques reported previously.
Previous work on cyclic server systems
The seminal work on cyclic server systems may be attributed to the analyses by Cooper and Murray [9] and by Cooper [8] , who consider systems with exhaustive and gated service disciplines without switch-over times. Eisenberg [10] obtains the Laplace-Stieltjes transforms (LSTs) for the waiting times and the intervisit time distributions at each node in a system with exhaustive service and nonzero switchover times. The analysis of both exhaustive and gated service systems having nonzero switchover times is also presented by Hashida [14] and Ferguson and Aminetzah [12] . Bux [5] analyzes the system in which all nodes have identical arrival patterns, service time distributions, and switch-over times (the symmetric system). The above analyses are all exact. Simple, approximate analytical models for nonsymmetric systems are proposed by Bux and Trnong [6] and Carsten et al. [7] . An excellent overview on the state-of-the-art in the analysis of polling systems is presented by Takagi [21] .
Previous work on cyclic server systems with nonexhaustive service
The analysis of systems using the nonexhaustive service discipline presents considerable difficulties. A complete analysis of the system with two nodes, without switch-over times is presented by Eisenberg [11] ; the system with two nodes with switch-over times, having identical characteristics, is analyzed by Boxma [2] . These require a complex analysis of Riemann-Hilbert boundary value problems and, even for the mean waiting times, no simple expression results. For the symmetric case, a simple closed form expression for the mean waiting times has been obtained (see [22, 20, 13] ). In addition, a conservation law exists for these systems [22] , which presents one equation for a weighted sum of the mean waiting times in terms of known data parameters. In general, an exact analysis of such systems appears extremely difficult. A number of approximation techniques have been proposed for obtaining these mean waiting times. These approximations are usually validated through extensive simulations.
A notable contribution towards approximate analysis of cyclic server systems with nonexhaustive service is the work of Kuehn [17] who considered systems with batch Poisson input. The analysis obtains the generating function for the stationary state probabilities, the LSTs of the delay distributions, and the mean waiting time at each node in the system. To obtain these estimates, two conditional cycle times are considered: a cycle time which includes a service at node i, and a cycle time which has no service at node i. The variance of each of these cycle times is then approximated assuming that, in either of these cycles, the sojourn time at each node is independent of the sojourn times at the other nodes (the independence assumption). An imbedded Markov chain analysis now obtains the desired estimates. In addition, a stability criterion is derived for general GI/G/1 systems with cyclic service. Following the work of Kuehn, a number of approximate analytical results have been reported for such systems [1, 3, 15, 19] .
The paper by Berry and Chandy [1] requires identical distributions for the service times at all nodes. Arrivals at individual nodes are assumed to be Poisson. The switch-over time is assumed to be a small constant, and is the same for each pair of nodes. With these assumptions, the approximation technique then views the entire system as a single M/G/1 queue with an arrival rate set equal to the sum of the arrival rates over all nodes. It calculates the overall mean queue length in this M/G/1 system, and then allocates this quantity among the nodes using an iterative heuristic that is developed in the paper. A simple application of Little's rule [18] then provides the mean waiting times at these nodes.
Kimura and Takahashi [15] present a diffusion approximation to analyze systems in which each node can be subject to batch arrivals having arbitrary distributions. The analysis considers conditional cycle times, and uses the independence assumption on these conditional cycle times in a manner similar to Kuehn's analysis. For the special case where the arrivals are Poisson, the mean waiting times obtained by this analysis are very close to the values obtained by the method of Kuehn.
Boxma and Meister [3] consider a nonsymmetric system with Poisson arrivals at each node. The approximation makes use of the conservation law presented by Watson [22] , and obtains a closed form expression for the mean waiting times in systems with switch-over times. This approximation appears to provide the most accurate estimates for the mean waiting times among the techniques reported in the past. A similar result for systems without switch-over times is presented by Boxma and Meister in [4] .
The analysis
Let N denote the number of nodes in the cyclic server system. Requests for service arrive, at node n in this system, according to an independent Poisson process with rate ~,. The service time demands made by requests at node n are assumed to be independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables with mean b, and second moment b~ 2). The switch-over times between node n and node (n mod N) + 1 are i.i.d, random variables with mean s. and second moment s~ 2). The utilization of the server at node n, 19., is defined as
=h.b..
In the ensuing discussion, unless specified otherwise, the index for any summation is assumed to be over the range 1 through N. Let s=~s.
and p=~p.. 
1"1
The expected cycle time, c, is obtained from [17] c = Es, + Ep, c,
It can be shown [17] that the following conditions are necessary and sufficient for the stability of this system:
and max ~,c < 1.
(3b) /7 It is assumed that the system being analyzed satisfies the above stability conditions.
The expression for the mean waiting times
Consider the mean waiting time, w., experienced by a tagged request (customer) arriving at node n, 1 ~< n ~< N, in the system. Let p. (i) denote the probability that the arriving customer sees i customers already present at this node. Owing to the fact that Poisson arrivals see time averages [24] , this tagged customer sees the equilibrium distribution of customers present at the node. Let t. denote the mean system time (mean waiting time + mean service time) for this tagged customer and let t.(i) represent the mean time in the system for this customer, conditioned on the fact that it sees i customers at node n on arrival. Thus, 
Case i > 0. Suppose, on the other hand, that the tagged customer finds i > 0 customers at node n upon arrival. In this case we choose to identify the customer at the head of this queue as the HeadOf-Line (HOL) customer. The expected time in the system, for the tagged customer, is then the sum of two quantities: (i) the expected time, r., from the time of its arrival till the HOL customer departs the system, and (ii) the expected time for the server to complete service on the i -1 remaining customers, followed by a service on the tagged customer, namely to complete i successive cycles, each of which includes a service at node n. To determine r. we consider two possible situations:
(a) The customer found the server on vacation: the fraction of time this occurs is, on the average, x., where x. denotes the fraction of the time that the server is away on vacation from node n, given at least one customer is present at the node. In this case, we assume that the customer interrupts a special vacation which has an expected residual life 6.. (This is clearly an approximation since, in general, the length of a vacation is dependent on the number of customers present at the node.) This implies that the expected time till the departure of the HOL customer is, approximately, 6. + b.. 
The term x. in equation (6) is evaluated as follows: let f. denote the fraction of time that the server is away from the node, on a vacation. Since the utilization of the server at node n is given by 0,,, we can write f.=l -0n.
In this system, the server immediately begins a new vacation if he finds no customer present at a node when he visits it. Note that the server is away on vacation at least p. Equating the two expressions for f., we have
We still need to determine the expected time for the tagged customer in the system, from the moment that the HOL customer departs, till the time of service completion on the tagged customer.
To this end, let v. denote the expected length of a vacation which begins after a normal service at node n (i.e., after a service of expected length b.), ending when the server returns to node n. Also, let C. = v. + b. (8) denote the expected length of a cycle which begins with a normal service at node n, ending with the next arrival instant of the server at node n. This cycle includes possible services at the other nodes, plus the sum of all the switch-over times. To determine C., let am. denote the probability that this cycle contains a service at another node m. Then, since at most one customer is served at node m, we can write (refer also to [17] for a similar derivation)
Note that it is possible that when the arrival rate to some node, m, is high, then a,n n may exceed 1, in which case it can no longer be interpreted as a probability. In such cases, it will be necessary to restrict this quantity to be at most 1. Hence, the expected length of this cycle is given by (9a)
C.=s+b.+ E min(XmC.,1)bm"
otherwise, computing the C. values will involve some iteration. Each of these vacations following the departure of the HOL customer is preceded by a service at node n. We could now assume that the expected length of each of these vacation equals v. and proceed to develop the expression for w.. However, this assumption would be incorrect, at least in the case of the vacation immediately following the departure of the HOL customer. To illustrate this, consider the situation where the tagged customer found the server at node n, attending to the HOL customer. The arrival then interrupts a special service which has expected duration b(2)/bn. denote the expected length of the special vacation following this interrupted service. Clearly, this is not equal to o.. Similarly, if the tagged customer arrives at node n when the server is on vacation, then he interrupts a special vacation which, in turn, influences the vacation following the subsequent departure of the HOL customer at node n.
Let the expected length of the vacation; following the departure of the HOL customer, be denoted by O,. Using arguments similar to that presented above, and assuming that the remaining i -1 vacations all have expected length o,, we can write
From equations (4) through (7) and equation (11), after some algebra we get
In the above expression, to determine w., we still need to evaluate the terms t3., 6., and p.(0). The expressions for these terms are developed in Sections 3.2 and 3.3.
Determining the probability p~(O)
For this system, determining p,(0) exactly can be very complex. Instead, we choose to estimate p, (0) by considering this cyclic server system from a different viewpoint. Consider a single node, single server system with Poisson arrivals in which, for each customer, the server requires a set-up time that is independent of the service time. Further, suppose that this set-up time has a different distribution for the customer that arrives at an empty system than for a customer that arrives at a nonempty system. Such a system was also studied by Welch [23] who obtained the distribution of the number of customers present at the node, given the first two moments of the distributions for the two set-up times and for the service time. We shall refer to this system, for convenience, as system W.
Suppose the arrival rate to system W is ?~. Let fl denote the first moment of the distribution for the service time, and let ~b (respectively ~) denote the first moment of the set-up time required for arrivals to a nonempty system (respectively, arrivals to an empty system). The probability % of finding zero customers at a random point in time in this system requires only these first moments, and is presented below as Lemma 3.1. A proof of Lemma 3.1 may be found in [23] .
Lemma
It can be observed that the behavior of the cyclic server system with nonexhaustive service, as we have modeled it, closely resembles system W. When a customer arrives at an empty system at node n it interrupts a special 'set-up' time, which has a mean residual life equal to ~, at the time of interruption, before the server can begin actual service on this customer. Assuming that the mean 'set-up' time in this case is twice this mean residual life (this is, of course, an approximation), the mean set-up time here is 2 iT,. On the other hand, if the customer arrives at a nonempty system, then the mean 'set-up' time in progress, between services to customers at this node, is given by v, (with the exception, which we choose to overlook, of the service following the HOL customer, which involves a mean 'set-up' time of ~3, as per our assumptions). Hence the probability p,(0) of finding zero customers in this system, is then equated to %, with appropriate substitution of parameters, to obtain the following result.
Proposition

1-X.(v.+b.)
p.(0) = a-x.(oo- •(13)
Evaluating the terms 6 o and 0 o
The terms 6, and vo are evaluated by conditioning on the position of the server, as observed by the tagged customer on arrival. Let 7m denote the event that the server is at node m at the time of arrival of the tagged customer. Similarly, let a m denote the event that the server is switching from node m to node (m mod N)+ 1 at the time of arrival of the tagged customer. Let q(Tm) and q(om), respectively, denote the probabilities of these events. From equation (1) it can be seen that
Thus, the term p,, can be interpreted as the probability that the server is present at node m at a random point in time and, similarly, the term Sm/C Call be interpreted as the probability that the server is switching between nodes m and (m mod N) + 1 at a random point in time. Noting the fact that a Poisson arrival takes a random look at the system, we must have q(Ym) =Pm and q( om) = s,Jc.
We also need to define the expected length of two cycles: (i) a cycle which includes a special service at node n of expected length b~2)/b,, denoted Co(b), and (ii) a cycle which includes a special switch-over between nodes n and n + 1 of expected length s~2)/so, denoted Co(s ). The expression for Co(b ) was given by equation (10) . The expression for C,(s) is obtained using a similar reasoning:
The expression for 6, is then presented below as Proposition 3.3. The derivation for this expression is given in Appendix A at the end of this paper. In equations (15a) and (15b) it is assumed that 1 ~< m ~ n ~< N. This avoids the use of the mod function. Note that this does not lead to any loss of generality. Proposition 3.4 now develops the expression for the term 13 o. The derivation of this expression is also presented in Appendix A. It is easy to show that the expression for the mean waiting times, given by equation (12) , is exact for some limited cases. This is stated as Proposition 3.5. The proof of this proposition is straightforward, and is therefore omitted.
Proposition
6o= E (q('Y,,)/(1-Po))6(nl'Y,,) m,m~n + ~(q(om)/(l -Oo))6(nlo,,),
3.5. Proposition. The expression for the mean waiting times given by equation (12) is exact for the single node vacation system, and for the symmetric system having deterministic service times, and deterministic switch-over times.
The accuracy of the approximation
The mean waiting time estimates obtained by MACNESS were validated for their accuracy through extensive simulation on a substantial number of test cases. For relatively low traffic (to ~< 0.5), the estimates obtained by MACNESS were very close to the simulation estimates. Under conditions of heavy traffic, when the system was quite asymmetric, some differences were observed between the two estimates. In this section, using the conservation law of Watson [22] , a means of improving the accuracy of the estimates obtained by MACNESS is presented.
The conservation law
The conservation law [22] , which provides one equation for the mean waiting times in terms of known data parameters, is presented below:
n -2(1 O__ P) ~ X"bff) + 2-ssP y, (s(2) _ s 2 )
n This law can indicate how effective the approximation is. Suppose we substitute the mean waiting times obtained from equation (12) in place of the w, values in equation (18) and evaluate the resulting expression on the left-hand side. Let the factor q~ denote the ratio of the expression on the right-hand side of this equation to the quantity evaluated on the left-hand side. Obviously, the closer this ratio is to 1, the more confidence one would have in the above approximation.
A substantial number of experiments were conducted to determine the accuracy of the approximation. At low traffic intensities (to ~< 0.5), the factor q~ was between 0.96 and 1.0 in all of these test cases. In addition, the estimates of w, were very close to the simulation estimates here. At heavy traffic intensities, this factor ranged, in general, between 0.90 to 1.10, with a few exceptions outside this range occurring as the system was nearing the limits of stability. This is to be expected since we have made several assumptions in arriving at the expression for the mean waiting times. It is conjectured that the approximation used to obtain the expression for 6, is a major contributor in causing the factor to be different from 1 for the heaw traffic case. We now make use of the conservation law to obtain an improved estimate for 5, in the following section.
Remark. It is to be noted that Boxma and Meister [3] use the conservation law directly, to obtain their estimates of mean waiting times. This technique (henceforth referred to as the B&M technique) proceeds as follows. At the time of arrival of the tagged customer at node n, the server is at some place in the system. The arrival sees the equilibrium distribution of customers at the various nodes and, hence, on the average, sees q, = X,w, customers waiting at node n. So the mean waiting time for this customer consists of two quantities: (i) the expected residual cycle time, rc n, for the server to reach node n, from the place he is currently at, and (ii) the time for the server to complete 2%w, cycles, each of length C,, to serve q, customers. The mean waiting time is then obtained as w, =r%/(1-)%C,). The B&M technique now assumes that the residual cycle times are the same for each node. It then uses the conservation law to obtain a closed form expression for the w,'s. This technique is simple and the approximation assumptions used are very easily understood. It is remarked, though, that the resulting expression does not provide an intuitive understanding for the behavior of the system.
Improved estimates of 6, using the conservation law
Equation (12) 
In order to improve on the estimates of 5,, it is assumed that the term K, is the same for all nodes. Note the similarity between this assumption and the assumption made by the B & M technique. In fact, if we had not accounted for the 'special' vacation following the departure of the HOL customer, then this approximation would just reduce to the B&M technique and J¢, would represent the 'residual cycle time' here. (We have, of course, presented an intuitive approach for obtaining this 'residual cycle time'.) Applying the conservation law to the above expression for w,, and setting x. = r, an expression for x can be obtained in a straightforward manner as where X represents the expression on the righthand side of the conservation law given in equation (18) , and
Thus, a new estimate of ~,, is obtained from equations (20) and (19a). This estimate is now used in equation (12) for obtaining the w~'s. The use of the conservation law in this manner does imply that this is an iterative algorithm for obtaining these values. However, in practice these values converge within a few iterations and, in using this approach, we choose not to iterate more than once.
Finally, note that the use of equation (18) in this manner guarantees that the resulting improved estimates of w~ do satisfy the conservation law. Thus, it can be noted that these values for w.
are the exact mean waiting times, even for symmetric systems where the service times and the switch-over times can be random variables.
The special case of systems with zero switch-over times
The MACNESS approach has a direct extension to systems with zero switch-over times. We merely set the mean switch-over time between all nodes to be some arbitrarily small but finite value. Then, all the expressions presented earlier hold.
(An alternate view of this approach would be to consider that each of the q(o.) terms are uniformly replaced by a factor equal to (1 -o)/N.) The resulting mean waiting time estimates appear to be as accurate as in the case with nonzero switch-over times.
Boxma and Meister [4] also present an approximation technique for such systems. This is also based on the conservation law and is very similar to their technique for systems with nonzero switch-over times. 
Experimental results
The estimates of the mean waiting times obtained by MACNESS for some test cases are presented in Tables 1 through 16. 1 Of these,  Tables 1 through 12 are taken from [3, 4] , and these cover all the examples they present therein. The simulation results presented in these tables are also taken from their papers. It must be noted that the simulation estimates could have some statistical error. However, the simulation results that are presented in these tables usually satisfy the conservation law fairly closely. The MAC-NESS results presented are obtained using the improved method proposed in Section 4.2. For comparison, the estimates obtained using the B& M technique are also presented in these tables. (As noted earlier, the B&M technique gave the best results among all the techniques previously re- ported. For example, the methods of Kuehn, and Kimura and Takahashi, when applied to these test cases, often gave large errors, sometimes in excess of 50%.
2) The errors, indicated in parentheses in these tables are calculated relative to the values obtained by simulation.
Discussion of results
For ease of presentation, these tables present mean waiting times that are averaged over groups of queues which have identical characteristics, and for which the mean waiting times obtained were quite close. It is to be noted that the B&M technique obtains the same values for these groups of queues. In general, however, there will be some (possibly small) difference in mean waiting times between two nodes, depending on their position, even though they may have identical characteristics with regard to their service time demands, arrival rates, and switch-over times. We have not, however, been able to draw any conlusive in-2 Note, however, that the analyses of Kuehn, and Kimura and Takahashi obtain more than .just the mean waiting times. 12.070 ( -22.5) ference as to how these differences would be expected to behave in general. The errors presented in these tables are based on comparison with simulation estimates. When the system is quite asymmetric, with one or more nodes approaching saturation (as indicated by equation (3b)), then the B&M technique stipulates a modification to their algorithm if switch-over times are not insignificant. In this modified approach, the conservation law is used to obtain the mean waiting times at the nodes which are nearing saturation. Then, these nodes are removed, and their presence in the system is accounted for by inflating the means and second moments of some of the switch-over times accordingly. The mean waiting times for the nodes in the resulting system (which now has less nodes than in the original system) is now evaluated using the conservation law once again (it is suggested that this procedure be repeated several times if necessary). While this appears to improve on the estimates, there are two potential problems with this approach. First, using this modified procedure clearly implies that the resulting mean waiting times need not now satisfy the conservation law on which the technique is based. Second, it is hard to recognize exactly when, and to what extent, this method is to be applied, namely, whether this really does improve the estimates at all, and if so how many nodes are to be removed in this manner (Boxma and Meister do present some rules of thumb for guiding this choice; however, see the remark regarding Table 11 below). Among the test cases reported, this modified approach to the B& M technique is applied in Tables 2, 8 , and 10 through 13 at p = 0.8, and in Table 15 at p = 0.75. The application of this modification does not appear to improve on the estimates in Table 11 . However, it does significantly improve on the estimates obtained in the other cases.
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The errors reported in the tables are based on comparison with simulation estimates. In making any comparisons between the two techniques, however, it is to be noted that the simulation results could be subject to some statistical error of probably up to 10% in estimating the true mean, especially under very heavy traffic. In general, for comparing the accuracy of the two approximation techniques, we choose to ignore cases where the errors are of the order of about 5% or less under heavy traffic. Comparing MACNESS with the B & M technique, it can be observed from the tables that both produce estimates that are very close to those obtained by simulation when the traffic is relatively low (p 4 0.5). When the traffic is heavy and the systems are quite asymmetric, MACNESS does appear to perform significantly better than the B & M technique. This appears to be especially true when the switch-over times are zero (as in Tables 1, 3 , 6, 10, and 14, for example), where the B&M techniques gives estimates that are up to about 40% away from the simulation estimates. The relative accuracy in the MACNESS estimates is significant considering that it does not call for a modification in the algorithm under heavy traffic conditions, as required by the B&M technique (for the case of systems where switch-over times are not negligible).
In general, even under conditions of heavy traffic, for the cases presented here, the estimates obtained by MACNESS are usually within 10% of the simulation estimates, with a notable exception being Table 11 , where the errors are as high as about 18%. It is important to note that this is one case where the simulation results appear to be quite in error. This observation is based on the fact that the conservation law, when applied on the simulation estimates, is far from being satisfied. (It was very difficult to get better estimates here as the system is close to saturation in this example.) It is expected that when the systems are even more asymmetric and under even heavier traffic, the approximation would give larger errors. Some such cases were tested; however, the simulation results were unreliable here, and these cases are not reported, as meaningful comparisons cannot be made.
Summary and conclusion
The analysis of cyclic server systems with nonexhaustive service is complex. In general, even obtaining the exact mean waiting times for such systems presents considerable difficulties. Hence, a number of approximate techniques have been presented in the past.
Here, a new technique, Myopic Analysis of Cyclic Non-Exhaustive Service Systems (MAC-NESS), has been proposed. This technique appears to perform much better than techniques reported previously, based on extensive valida-tions through simulations. A notable feature of the technique is that it presents an intuitively plausible explanation for the average waiting time behavior of these complex systems. This expression produces estimates that are usually very close to the mean waiting times obtained by simulations, and appears to be fairly robust even at very high utilizations, particularly when the conservation law is used to recalculate the values of the residual vacation times.
It can easily be verified that the resulting expression for the mean waiting times, given by equation (12) , is exact for the completely symmetric case whenever the service times and switch-over times are both deterministic. With the modifications suggested in Section 4.2, the approximation is exact even in the case of symmetric systems where the service times and switch-over times can be random variables. The approximation has a straightforward extension for analyzing systems with zero switch-over times. It has been observed [4] that the accuracy of approximate techniques usually degrades as switch-over times tend to zero. In fact, the B&M technique does perform relatively quite poorly in some of the test cases when the switch-over times are zero. However, no noticeable change in accuracy of estimates can be noticed in the MACNESS approach. In general, based on the empirical evidence, it appears that the MACNESS performs significantly better than the B&M technique at higher utilizations.
Consider the position of the server at the instant of arrival of the tagged customer. With probability 1 -x~, the arrivals finds the server at node n. In this case, it interrupts a special service of expected duration b~,2)/b~. As discussed earlier (refer to equation (10)), this induces a special cycle of expected length C~(b), with a corresponding vacation of expected length v~. This accounts for the first term on the right-hand side.
Suppose, on the other hand, that the tagged customer, on arrival at node n, finds the server away from the node. This happens with probability xn. In this case, the arrival interrupts a special vacation. Suppose that the server was performing a service at node m, m 4: n. The fraction of time this occurs is just q('cm)/ (1-p,) , and the expected length of the interrupted service is b~f)/bm .
This was the argument used to obtain the residual life of the interrupted vacation ~,, wherein it was proposed that the effect of this interruption induces a special cycle, C,,(b), which continues until the server reaches node n, where he now performs a 'normal' service (i.e., a service of mean duration b,). Here, this argument is extended a little further: it is proposed that the effect of this interrupted service at node m could continue even after the server completes the service at node n, i.e., during the vacation following this service. In effect, it is proposed that this vacation is governed by either the interrupted service at node m or the service at node n, whichever dominates. Thus, in this vacation, the probability of service at a node k, k ~ n, is given by dkm, where ~k,, = min(Xk max[Cm(b), C,], 1}.
Hence, with probability q(~'m)/(1-O,), the expected length of a vacation, vn(llVm), which follows a service at node n on the customer at the head of the queue, is given by vn(11V,,) =s+ E ~km"
Suppose, on the other hand, that the server was switching between node m and node (m mod N) + 1, at the time of arrival of the tagged customer. The fraction of time this occurs is q(o,,)/(1 -p~).
In this case, adopting an entirely similar argument, the expected length of this vacation following the service on the customer at the head of the queue at node n, v. (l[o,.) , is Hence, the expected length of a vacation following the service on the customer at the head of the line, denoted vn (1) , is obtained by the weighted average of these conditional cycle times as given by equation (17) .
Given that the arriving customer saw the server away from the node on arrival, the special vacation following the departure of the customer at the head of the line is just v, (1) . Since this occurs with probability xn, the result follows.
